COMMUNITY SPACE

KINI offers up a bird’s-eye view from the Ahmad Dahlan area, as well as stylish vertical garden to complete the space’s green
ambience. Each floor also has its own outdoor area to ensure an open nuance, ensuring the space is decorated with natural
lighting.
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T HE ST EPS

KINI provides a spacious public space for all kinds of creative and modern-urban activities. Its notable characteristics include the signature
staircase area called ‘The Steps’, which can utilized as space for installations, artistic exhibits, lounging and congregating area, with a view
of the porch and park right outside.
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T HE PARK

KINI’s direct connection and view of the massive green park Taman Langsat is something that no other commercial area in the country has.
It integrates the modern and nature seamlessly, providing the creative community with an area that is endlessly inspiring and refreshing.
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CONCEPT

A CURATED
COMMUNITY
SPACE
KINI features a seamless blend of its indoor and outdoor
area, which come together to form a massive space that is at
once stylish while celebrating the beauty of nature. Within it,
we’ve designed exceptional areas for minds to congregate in
comfort and brilliance. Hang out at any of the many curated
shops, and stylish restaurants and cafes that provide the
perfect ambience for your mind to go to work.
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THE STEPS
This is where ideas are nailed down and put upon an audience. A cascading
seating area of natural wooden texture that can easily be a hang-out pad,
as well as a venue for musical concerts or other performances, The Void’s
stylish-yet-intimate design is perfected with a bird’s eye view of the park.

THE PARK
This is what no other spaces in the city has. Built for and by those who want
more than endless mall-hoping, The Park ’s green utopia’s massive size is
reminiscent of world-famous parks, where various communities are formed,
developed, and celebrated.
The Park, just like KINI’s indoor-area, is curated to provide an environment of
endless creativity and community. The park embraces a modern way of living,
focusing on the healthiness of both the body and mind. Imagine putting down
ideas staring at a landscape of endless greenery alongside those with the
same passion for creativity as you.

This is the place where inﬂuencers, artists, designers, curators, creators, and
creative entrepreneurs come together and bask in a space that celebrates
the inspiring power of nature in a modern setting. It is a backyard for the
creative generation.
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LOC AT ION

Located within the center of Jakarta’s bustling creative heart of Kebayoran Baru, KINI
presents an environment that Indonesia’s creative community craves. We link the dynamic
quality of modern creative spaces with Indonesia’s truest wealth: nature.

KEBAYORAN BARU

TAMAN LANGSAT

Everyone knows Kebayoran Baru, and everyone

This previously-hidden utopia is basking with

wants to be in Kebayoran Baru. This is an area of

natural greenery and people-friend spaces. It is

trend-setters and ideas, where hip businesses and

massive in size and routinely conserved. Modern

offerings are routinely established, influencing the

communities of every type come together here –

rest of the city.

from those exercising for better health and mind
like cyclists, joggers, to yoga practicers; ones that
celebrate artistry, including musicians and painters;
to lifestyle- driven groups such as skaters, pet
lovers, to photography clubs.
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SURROUNDING

to
Senayan

to
Blok M

TA M A N L A N G S AT

J l. Pa n g l im a Po l im Ra y a

J l. K H A h m a d D a h l a n

Jl. Kyai Maja

to
Po n d o k
Indah

This isn’t a place where spaces are easy to come by anymore, certainly
not a sizable space like KINI. Bustling with a ready community that
is ready to spend for quality, the area is bursting with promise
and endless market potential. As the legality of many commercial
businesses that are established in residential areas there start to come
under question, KINI stands out as being an outstanding opportunity
that is build with legality that is rare in context.
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BEHIND
T HE PRO JEC T

YO R I A N TA R

ARCHI T EC T

Yori Antar is a legend of Indonesian architecture. As one of the
initiators of the celebrated forum Arsitek Muda Indonesia (AMI),
Yori’s influence on the development of Indonesian architecture can
not be understated.
Along with AMI, Yori spearheaded a movement of putting architects
name upfront, resulting in the creation of a movement whereupon
architects earned as much respect as any other artists passionate in
their craft.
His unwavering focus in creating is matched only by his dedication
towards client satisfaction. His drive to grow is never-ending, and
through his love of travel and social-causes, Yori gains constant
inspiration to create the most unforgettable designs.
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BEHIND
T HE PRO JEC T

ARCHI T EC T

“ KINI will not only act as a
generator that can convert
the whole Langsat park into
an open space, but also gives
contribution to a more tropical
city, that is more hospitable to
the neighbourhood. ”
- Yori Antar, Architect of Kini
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PEOPLE
BEHIND KINI

K AT H E R I N E K A R N A D I

D I O N PA N L I M A R E Z A

REGE INDR ASTUDIANTO

Conceptor

Director

Graphic Designer

One of Indonesia’s most-renowned
illustrators, Katherine’s graceful art
commanded the immediate attention
from the creative scene, as well as
prestigious international brands, who
saw in it the definition of “class” and
“style” As such, it is only natural that
her clientele includes high-end lines
like Dior, Balenciaga, MaxMara, YSL –

Coming in from music industry
background, Dion’s experience in the
field of creative branding is unique and
always current. As guitar player and a
key creative component in the band
Sajama Cut - a pioneering group within
the local independent music scene
- Dion understands the fluctuating
nature of creative trends and has the

Rege Indrastudianto is the Head of the
ADGI (The Indonesian Association of
Graphic Designers) Jakarta Chapter and
also its president elect. He is also one
of Jakarta’s most-respected graphic
designer. A graduate of The Department
of Visual Communication Design at
Jakarta Arts Institute, Rege co-founded
Visious Studio and the design blog

just to name a few. Katherine has also
engaged in collaborative exhibitions
with luxury brands such as Maserati and
done illustration works for respectable
brands including Ponds, Dove, Gudang
Garam and many more.

skill to constantly adapt and thrive.
Dion is also CEO of PT Molindo Visi
Properti, a company engaged in the
area of commercial properties, and the
developer company for KINI.

grafismasakini.com. He previously
worked at Ogilvy & Mather and Mullen
Lowe and has amassed nearly 12 years
of experience, handling projects of
esteemed clienteles including Bank
Danamon, Bank BTPN (Jenius), Danone,
AQUA, Mizone, Yello Hotel as well as
big agencies such as Mullen Lowe
Indonesia, Dentsu, Bates Chi & Partners
and Leo Burnett.

“I have always craved KINI - a space
that will inspire and trigger my
creativity; a place that is loaded with
positive vibes, spreading ideas and
productivity.”
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“Jakarta’s creative minds longs for
a space where they can gather as a
community to produce ideas while
sipping coffee or drinking beer. It is
time that we finally have that space.
KINI is ready.”

“In the creative world, collaboration is
the most important element. KINI will
of course be that central spot for our
fellow creative heads to explore ideas
and collaborate.”
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FA N DY S U S A N T O

G A M A W I DYA N A R KO

PAU L U S I N D R A

Graphic Designer

Conceptor

Advisor

With more than 10 years professional
experience in the field of design and
branding, Fandy Susanto has worked
with clients from all kinds of discipline from corporate to lifestyle - including:
Citibank, Sumitomo Bank, BNI, Shop
at Velvet, Bekraf, Nara Government in
Japan, and many more. Fandy currently
heads and runs the prestigious graphic

With over 25 years of experience in the
property industry, Gama Widyanarko’s
name is a force to be reckoned with.
Highly respected by those in the
property field, Gama’s resume has
included a variety of roles ranging from
consultancy, development, commercial
and residential property management
– just to name a few. That amount of

design studio Table Six.

experience, coupled with a degree in
Architectural Engineering and Business,
has garnered Gama an unparalleled
perspective and knowledge of the
industry. His ideals and ideas are based
upon the belief that the property
business should always contribute
values onto the country’s economy,
culture, and social progress.

Indra is the icon behind the concept
for popular establishments such
as Waroeng Podjok, Tator Cafe,
Mario’s Place, and Cafe Wien. He also
established the Lembah Pinus Ciloto
and Lembah Hijau Ciloto hotels. Indra
honed his craft in the Food & Beverages
industry for close to thirty years but
his experience goes even further back.
Prior to that, he spent 10 years as a key
part of the Sales & Marketing team for
Cathay Pacific Airways.

“It’s obvious that the creative people
of Jakarta needs a space to stimulate
and express their passion. KINI is the
answer. I’m very excited and optimistic
in seeing the kinds of contribution KINI
will have for Jakarta.”

“KINI isn’t what you expect. It’s not a
mall, plaza, or shopping center. It is
a community space, and it will be the
destination spot of 2019. Don’t miss
out.”

“It is indistinguishable, whether KINI
is a profitable business solution for
retail business professionals or a
cultural masterpiece that will be a
proud achievement for the people of
Jakarta.”
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KINI will be the heart of the city’s creative industry. It presents a space like no other – trendy and modern with a breathtaking natural
ambience from the massive Taman Langsat park. Like the best urban spaces around the world, it provides a feeling of freedom, safety, and
comfort. This is where idea makers, pioneering thought leaders and peerless trend setters are free to be themselves and express any wild
ideas that come to mind.
KINI is about truly understanding the PRESENT and delivering it NOW.
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ABOUT

PT Molindo Visi Properti (Molindo) was established in 2016 as a
Retail Management and Development company. Its focus is on the
management and development of malls and other commercial areas.
Molindo specializes in feasibility studies, concept development,
marketing agents, property manavgement, and event management.
Molindo’s past and current projects include Menteng Huis, KINI,
Lampung Town Square, Gedung Sapta and various rest areas around
Indonesia.
PT. Kini Kreasi Komunita is a Developer company that is set up
speciﬁcally to develop KINI, a shopping center that is located at Jl. KH
Ahmad Dahlan, Kebayoran Baru, Jakarta Selatan.
PT. Kini Kreasi Komunita is owned and managed by share-holders who
are seasoned experts in ﬁelds relevant to the success of this shopping
center.
KINI answers all the needs of restaurants and A-class retailers seeking
commercial space in the Kebayoran Baru area with all the required
legalities. As is known, the area is ﬁlled with restaurants build on
private residential spaces.
KINI is directly attached to the massive Taman Langsat park, making
it an oasis that will certainly attract visitors to come and spend their
time there.
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ADDRESS

JL. KH. AHMAD DAHL AN, KR AMAT PEL A, KEBAYOR AN BARU,

JAK ARTA SEL ATAN , 12130

PHONE

+6221 2956 8574

ARCHI T EC T BY

EMAIL

ASK@RUANGKINI.COM
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